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ABSTRACT
The idea behind the Atrium House Solar Revitalization project, may be briefly
presented as: energy conserving, low rise, high density, related-to-the-sky residences.
The proposed system consists of a reticulate grid - each case representing a house -
with accesses at the bottom, and terraces and gardens at the upper part.
The atriums are covered with new glazing products thus allowing full and
comfortable use of these spaces all around the year. One of these new products, the
Louvered Glass, has been specially designed to fulfill the thermal and visual
requirements of these projects. Its characteristics, as well as other proposed glazing
sandwiches, are analyzed in Chapter Four. Traditional facades are not provided, all the
dwellings having their peripheral walls in common to make them behave thermally like
berm insulated buildings, thus reducing the heat losses to the outside. A range of
different sizes (affecting density) and relations to the atrium (life-style and climatic
considerations) are studied under different aspects: 1. Design variations on the Atrium
theme, from the traditional position to the "atrium in atrium", and finally to new
forms of interior organization; 2. Glass roof forms and glazing materials, including
existing, experimental and proposed products; 3. Interior thermal and visual comfort.
The study includes plans, model pictures, data tables and graphs, and computer thermal
calculations for ten Atrium Houses.
This project proposes new forms of urban housing combining the advantages of
the high density construction with those of individual residences. The research results
demonstrate the feasibility of this housing formula from comfort and architectural
standpoints.
Thesis Supervisor: Timothy Johnson
Title: Principal Research Associate
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
Motto: "The Sky is Your Foundation!"
Timothy Johnson
An unusual system of high density urban housing is proposed in order to
counteract the deficiencies of the "block of flats" formula, while hopefully offering
new exciting architectural dimensions together with increased levels of thermal and
visual comfort. The following chapter, PREMISES, presents the inspiration sources for
these designs.
Architectural and technological considerations are invoked under the title of
GENERAL CONCEPTS. Energy conscious design is seen as the main source for the
Atrium Houses, technically made possible by the new achievements in the glass
industry.
Daylight measurements are described, while charts and graphs provide the data
base for the computer modelings related to the interior thermal comfort. Sophisticated
glazing materials have been- considered for the purpose of this study; their
characteristics are presented together with those of the proposed new glasses. Model
photographs help to understand the three-dimensionality of the designs also presented
in plans and sections. Sometimes, pictures of already existing buildings, similar in size
and appearance, are considered appropriate and thus introduced with the related houses.
A few other Atrium Houses, part of a previous study, are also included, thus
increasing the number of architectural suggestions related to this design concept. The
results of the present thesis can be considered as a very encouraging step, should I
have a chance to further translate these ideas into practice.
12
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Chapter Two
PREMISES
The Atrium House
The origin of this project may be considered the traditional "atrium house", well
known for centuries by cultures around the Mediterranean Sea as well as in other
parts of the world (Asia, Africa, South America). In the atrium house a central court
acts as the core of the house and provides some main services like daylighting and
ventilation for all the surrounding living spaces. Another consequence of this
arrangement is the sense of security insured. For larger houses, more than one atrium
is frequently encountered, as shown in these illustrations of ancient dwellings.
Standard and Innovation
Urban codes and regulations tend to maintain a certain proportion between the
height of buildings and the distance between them, thus setting a limit for the growth
in density. One of the most accepted such proportion is the so called "1xi", as
illustrated. Recognizing the role of high density in economic terms, I propose to put
the "block of flats" on its side for the purpose of solving some of this system
deficiencies.
The "block of flats" on its side
14
Social housing, Marne-la-Vallee, France, 1982
Front cover of Nikkei Architecture, 3-26/1982, Japan
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The following comments are a critical comparison between the high density living
formulae as known to date and the system proposed in this thesis. 1. The so called
"no man's land" usually taking place between the block of flats is eliminated. Every
Atrium House receives direct benefits from its own greenery and terraces, and each
house is closer to the traditional way of construction because of its situation between
ground and sky. (However, the Atrium Houses are not individual houses massed
together, but rather social housing brought to have more of the advantages of the
individual house.) 2. The boring uniformity of the prefabricated buildings vanishes -
the horizontal grid of Atrium Houses is never perceived as endless and repetitive even
when prefabrication is used (Chapter Four details more about this subject). 3. The
length of the ducts may remain the same but, since the proposed system never rises
higher than four levels, there is no need for water pumps. 4. From these maximum
four levels, the first one contains the access street, the garage and some storage and
other secondary spaces; the last level is usually occupied by terraces, and the remaining
two levels contain the core of the house. This means that the absence of the elevators
may represent another important economy in terms of initial and maintenance costs as
well. 5. The gain in privacy - the Atrium Houses may be regarded as a personal
oasis in the urban environment.
Beyond Style
The new architectural possibilities presented in this study intentionally avoid the
current hot subject of "style" while suggesting diverse formal attitudes. Some of these
houses are very schematic and still buildable, while others may well pretend to be
final designs. The purpose here is to prove the feasibility of this idea from an energy
and comfort point of view while providing enough room for personal preferences. The
Atrium Houses are born under the sign of technology and energy conscious design as a
wellcome pretext for exploring new forms and life styles. Some of the "new" ideas, as
16
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discussed bellow have been around for a long time, and retrospectively one may draw
some general observations, lessons, and conclusions from the rich history of human
built forms. I find these notions independent of style and the best evidence is their
recurrence over the -centuries. Thus, the "new" seems to find itself legitimized when
addressing the unchanged part of the human values. The following notions may be
further identified in the proposed houses.
Diurnal Activities and Light as a Building Material
When the verticality of the natural light source comes into consideration, one
cannot forget certain associations of ideas arId images well defined in the human
thinking; such notions as rising from earth to sky, climbing over obstacles in a proper
or figurative way, flying as expression of freedom are all associated with light and its
source, the sun. The entrance platform in the Labyrinth House (shown in Chapter Six)
best illustrates this preoccupation. From there looking up, one would find on the
other side of the sliding glass roof a sun deck accessible by a symbolic helicoidal
stair.
Light also may be considered a building material when consciously manipulated to
define and personalize spaces and to establish hierarchies. Diffusing, reflecting,
dimming and re-directing the natural light are powerful means of defining spaces
together with the use of materials, colors and textures. The House of the Beginning
(Chapter Six), with its light wells of various heights and widths, presents a full range
of natural light situations.
Developing Needs and Rigid Forms; Flexibility as a Possible Answer
The active human presence during day-times lead to another notion, the one of
flexibility. Given the need for protection from the unwanted effects of natural
elements and the given scarcity of space, flexibility becomes a desirable feature. The
second level of the "L" House (Chapter Six), is a direct application of this notion.
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Children's bedrooms and the dinning area are visually connected and can easily be
extended in the atrium, through which a spacial communication with the living floor
above is realized.
Human Curiosity and Entrepreneurship; The Labyrinth
The human race can be said to have progressed over ages because of its
curiosity. The restless human spirit pushed ancient populations to conquer new
territories in the geographic and in the intellectual sense as well. Ready to accept the
challenge of the unknown, we nevdr stopped the inquiry and the intrusion towards
both ends of the Universe (micro, macro...). The Labyrinth used to be for centuries
the direct symbol of this endless struggle; its seduction comes from the frightening
dilemma it hides and the promised satisfaction of the conquest.
Palace of Knossos, plan I bA~W
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Riglt: Field bed.
// w: Ten bed. liot h deigns datied Xz7 aid in ledId
in Georgv Smith's i,kTr aUnd I enfcCr' Gfuud
( 36 edirntionI).
Day and Night Alternation; the Alcove
The alternation between day and night determines the rhythms of human
activities. The absence of light together with some biological needs and their specific
requirements (resting), manifest in a differentiation in form and use between day and
night spaces. A sort of rhythmic pulsation occurs, at one end becoming a total retreat
in the self, at the other extreme the surroundings being actively taken into possession
through senses and movement. When the retreat happens, the need for privacy,
protective surfaces, and smaller physical configurations emerges. A persistent tendency
over centuries is to isolate the sleeping place from the rest of the home. The
illustrations show such solutions which, at times, lead to a "building within the
building". Sometimes, energy considerations cooperate to bring this solution, as in the
case of the alcove in the large palace bedroom and the sleeping niche - occasionally
covered with wood doors. An american alternative of the later case is known as "the
Jefferson bed". The House of the Beginning and the Towers House (Chapter Six) show
other possible interpretations of the alcove notion.
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Above: Gothic design fr a
state bed designed by
George Smith in 1807. The
'o thick' style had never
completelv died out in the
late eighteenth centurv.
This design employs an
elaborate Perpendicular
Gothic. a st vle u-hich
graduall/v gave u av to an
Early English re'ival as
the century advanced.
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Floris, Wochenstube, Provinzialmuseum, Hannover
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Bed in a niche
Between Furniture and Architecture
The bed is not the only element on the edge between furniture and architecture.
Built-in storage such as shelves and chest-of-drawers, when extensively used, becomes
an extra layer between the occupants and the construction itself. The Labyrinth House
and the House of the Beginning present both sleeping and storage spaces in an
architecturally integrated version. Less permanent elements such as draperies, not only
can perform very precise architectural roles (space subdivisions, preservation of privacy,
interference with air drafts and light), but also have been used to achieve
monumentality or decoration effects.
25
Robert Adam, Kenwood House, Hampstead, 1767-69
England. 1767-69. Robert Adam: The library at Kenwood House, Hampstead. Part of longitudinal section.
From The Works of Robert and James Adam, 1773ff.
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Joe Colombo, italian design, 1960s
Conclusion
The illustrations on these pages are not held together by the unity of their
appearance or by a common source (author, school, century). On the contrary, their
diversity demonstrates that, despite different presentations, several design attitudes
constantly re-emerged in response to common tendencies and preferences in the
organization of the domestic scape. Persistent human values served as source of
inspiration and may be identified in the design of the Atrium Houses as basic motives
rather than stylistic or decorative additions. Combining flexibility as an architectural
concept and natural light as a design tool, one is lead to the idea of vertical
organization which may be looked at as an extension of the former flat plan to the
third dimension. And of course, what is needed is an "artificial sky" to preserve the
qualities of the natural one while providing protection. This is the case of the Atrium
House as presented in this thesis.
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Reoccuring Problems
The conventional problems of thermal and visual discomfort must be overcome in
order to make the Atrium House concept successful. A number of issues dealing with
environmental physics has to be checked:
1. Over-heating during summer days, due to radiation through the transparent
ceiling,
2. Condensation and high heat losses at the roof during the winter;
3. Air stratification caused by the natural tendency of warm air to raise at the
upper part of a space;
4. Poor indoor air quality arising from over-sealed, highly insulated buildings.
5. Over-heating on clear winter days due to excess of solar energy;
6. Glare due to high contrast and large light apertures.
Given the physical nature of these phenomena, engineering methods and new
technologies introduced in this thesis are seen as the appropriate way to solve them.
Nevertheless, this type of urban housing has proved somewhat attractive in different
climates and this is why I feel encouraged to adapt and revitalize it through some
functional modifications related to access, modern facilities and standards of living, as
well as through technical improvements made possible by the new super insulating
selective glazings and other technological advancements.
28
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Chapter Three
GENERAL CONCEPTS
Architecture
The main concepts leading to the idea of a revitalized "Atrium House" are:
* Energy conscious design - a challenging contemporary issue, involving both
architecture and technology;
* Support structure - a distinction between a given "shell" and its evolving
"content";
* Flexibility - as a necessary condition to be achieved in the design, realization
and consequent life of industrialized, repetitive building products for "unknown users".
Inherent contradictions between mass production and individuality are thought to
possibly be solved in this energy conscious design inspired formula for low rise, high
density housing. This formula is opposed to the after-war new towns and other
block-of-flats types of living widely criticized for the creation of "no man's land"
together with their uniform aspect and functional rigidity. The proposed Atrium House
would provide new architectural and life-style opportunities, with a gain in thermal
and visual comfort. without penalizing construction quality and cost. It is the inward
orientation of the atrium house which makes possible intensive prefabrication without
the oppression of repetitive elements, while energy and flexibility are issues well served
by the same organizational scheme.
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Inovative prefabrication methods derived from this type of building are proposed
(The Prefab House, Chapter Six), while the focus of the research is on the thermal
and visual issues on which the whole concept is based. New materials and
technologies, especially from the glass industry, are considered in terms of their
physical performance and architectural consequences. From this data, new composite
glazing materials are proposed to meet the requirements of this project. The Atrium
House applies the proven advantages and qualities of these diverse notions of high
urban density, prefabrication, flexibility and energy conscious design, to arrive at new
forms that hopefully generate higher quality living.
Y. Tanguchi and S. Takamiya, House in Yukigaya, Japan,1974-75
......
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Energy Conscious Design
A whole new attitude towards interior comfort and energy savings emerged in
the seventies as a response to the possible future shortages in fuel supplies. Thus,
common notions of the architectural profession like site orientation, daylight,
insulation... came back into focus to such an extent as to set a part a whole new
world at the beginning named "solar architecture". Since the sun is not the only
factor responsible for good buildings, a more comprehensive notion was invented:
energy conscious design. Meanwhile, an increasing number of architectural products
claimed to belong to the new current. To prove it, all sorts of exagerations and
distortions took place: south oriented buildings, larger windows to the south in parallel
to blind walls to the north and greenhouse-like additions. Sometimes, a solar collector
on the roof was seen as a progress mark enabling an otherwise normal house to apply
for the newly praised category of "solar architecture". As a reaction to these
exagerations and missunderstandings, I asked myself if the opportunity wouldn't be
better used as a source of stimulation for innovative architectural thinking.
The low rise grid of high density housing proposed would occupy the entire site
(block) and should imply:
* A direct ground - sky relation under a naturally vertical flow of light:
individual accesses and garages: extended greenery possibly "invading" the living spaces
for a pleasant feeling of "bringing the outdoors in", and an open plan, atrium
oriented at the different levels and/or related directly to the outside terraces;
* Individuality and privacy in terms of sound and visual control as well as
enhanced security:
* Increased thermal and visual comfort.
* Lower construction and life-cycle costs.
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Urban integration would be achieved through a peripheral belt of neighbourhood
sized services and facilities. From an energy point of view, houses with common
peripheral walls would behave thermally like berm insulated construction. This
translates into important construction savings since the thickness and finishings required
for exterior walls are eliminated and all the partitions are simple interior walls. The
higher costs for the sophisticated glazings in the glass roofs may well be alleviated by
the reduction in weight and simplified layers and details. The small vertical dimension
of the construction also means savings on the mechanical transportation and installation
devices and their maintenance (elevators, water pumps, etc...).
Support Structure
The notion of "support structure" as mentioned and used in this project was only
recently defined (John Habraken, 1962-65), but practically observed, since ancient times
and all over the world. This notion has to do with the common desire for self
differentiation and expression and with the inherited, old rooted, nomad and
opportunist human behaviour. Opportunist, in the good sense of search for adaptability
and improvement.
The separation between shell and content would then lead to the completion of
the building according to financial, resources or according to subsequent family
structure modifications. Once the footprint of a house and its general height are
defined, one would have the following alternatives: 1. to choose the plans from a
catalog and let the construction firm complete the project in one step, or 2. to alter
the catalog plans and still move in a completed house, or 3. to decide for a "kit of
parts" designed to go together and which would be available from the same firm or
other sources, or 4. to buy only the "shell" and complete the rest of the project with
his own means (the "do it your self" type of action), or 5. to combine in various
proportions two or more from the previously described alternatives.
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One Block of Atrium Houses; General Organization
The proposed Atrium Houses are meant to back on each other on all sides. In
this way they would behave thermally like bermed insulated construction since heat
losses to the outside are drastically cut. The traditional facades are reduced to the
entrance level which acts as a buffer between the access street and the upper levels of
the house.
The access streets are open at their ends to the outside. They also may receive
light and ventilation through light wells. Some of these light wells are already
included in the design of some of the Atrium Houses in order to bring light and
ventilation to secondary spaces such as stairs and bathrooms.
One access street would result from two rows of Atrium Houses; for this
purpose all the designs presented have their lowest level area diminished by the
amount necessary for car circulation. (Please, consult plans and sections, Chapter Six.)
When two houses face each other, a two lane street is formed. Schemes were
developed in order to allow the first level be higher - a requirement brought by the
access streets. Differentiation in the treatment of the access facades and the fact that
two adjacent houses do not need to be similar, would respond to the need for
architectural personalization. Mixing various houses within one block in response to the
desired density and social composition would only be determined by the general height
of the buildings; care must be taken in order to avoid reciprocal shading.
The ten houses presented in this thesis are all contained in rectangular foot
prints. This is not necessarily mandatory: trapezoidal or irregular puzzle-like plans can
be produced to further increase the inside variations or obtain other street forms than
straight, as shown in the following schematic example.
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Light wells
Streets and houses can vary Reducing the number of streets
in size and shape, thus with four rows of houses.
allowing different configurations.
Atrium Houses, schematic plans and section
Glass covered pedestrian
Auto access
Greenhouse
Living
Bedrooms
Atrium
The number of access streets can be reduced by half with a comb-like
distribution for two rows of houses on each side. As much as one block of Atrium
Houses would be surrounded by a belt of facilities like shops, play and health, social
services, public parking.
With a more relaxed density, a glass covered street may result on top of the car
access. Plans can be imagined in which the entry at the pedestrian level becomes the
principal one, leading to a living area partially under the greenhouse and the terrace,
and looking down to the atrium where the bedrooms would expand.
Concerns about maximizing privacy limited the actual study only to houses with
a private atrium; design schemes can be imagined where a larger, semi-private atrium
would be shared by two to four houses. Over this number, another category of
possibilities emerges, where the unified atriums would resemble glass covered streets.
35
Glass covered street, Bruxelles
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Sections through a block of Atrium Houses
LOW RISE - HIGH DENSITY- HONEYCOMB-LIKE SYSTEM
37
Axonometric of a block of Atrium Houses
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Flexibility
Considered an extreme application of the notion of "plan flexibility" (made
possible during the economical and technological "boom" of the fifties and sixties...),
the "camping in your apartment" concept is only a contemporary manifestation of this
notion and a late recognition of its legitimacy. One is still a "nomad" when reading
in bed (or bathroom...), sleeping in an armchair, cooking on a terrace or sitting on
steps. This reassignment of functions to places, on a more or less lasting basis, is
recognized in the "support structure" concept when it enhances and allows the user's
multiple choice participation in the evolving definition of his intimate surroundings.
The aim is flexibility for diversification and personahzation: obviously. the extension
from plan to the third dimension in the Atrium House offers, at least, more options.
Prefabrication. though not mandatory, is seen - for the well known reasons -
the best suited to handily accomplish this purpose. Light. economic systems are the
first under consideration since optimal solutions are achieved, for the density and for
the proportion between foundation size / general height. (The proposed housing system
would allow up to 300-1000 habitants/hectare; foundations for two or four levels
construction are basically the same.) Since the structural prefabricated elements would
refer only to the "shell" part, the consequence for the interior would be a larger
choice of styles and characters to meet particular needs, tastes and resources.
Severe Standards as Design Criteria
Different parts of the world have different standards for doors, stairs, garages,
bathroom organization, wall thicknesses, etc. For this theoretical study, the will to
insure proper dimensions made me choose the most severe standards I have met in my
previous years of practice. Doors "are larger" in Romania than in France. but French
bathrooms are more sophisticated with their separated toilets. As for cars, the
American automobiles are the largest. The implication of choosing the most severe
standards known is that in actual practice there is room for construction economies
when adapting the designs to specific local requirements.
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Technology
The Glass Roof Forms
Two basic design strategies are possible when designing the glass roofs for the
Atrium Houses: 1. the form is determined by exterior conditions, like orientation and
glazing characteristics, or 2. the roof shape follows design requirements appropriate to
the plans they cover and the glazings are choosen consequently.
The second alternative was followed in this thesis and it is felt that here lies a
main interest of this research: new technologies make possible an increased level of
independence with regard to orientation and other physical constraints (location,
weather data, etc..). In only few cases were the roof forms altered during the design
stage in order to improve the interior thermal balance.
Design for Comfort
The top priority in the design of the Atrium Houses is given to the achievement
of increased thermal and visual comfort. The implementation of these goals takes
advantage of several recent technological achievements in the glass industry. The roof
glasses must satisfy the following criteria:
* Reject the unwanted solar heat, especially during the warm season:
* Maximize the solar gain during the heating season;
* Offer increased insulating capability;
* Insure proper daylighting levels.
Some of the new glass technologies maximize the solar gain and insulation values
while presenting a wide range of choices in terms of color, daylight admission. and
other attributes as cost/sq ft and warrantee conditions. For example , the new R5
glazing with a low emissivity coating and an Argon fill proves to be nearly three
times more efficient than double glazing in terms of insulation while preserving similar
daylight and solar transmission factors. Glazings with R9 insulation value are now
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under consideration. Other types of transparent materials can dynamically change their
solar transmission through. thermal or electrical switching. These advances finally make
possible extended daylighting, appropiate insulation, air quality, and heat flow control.
Recommendations are made regarding the use of colors: certainly brighter ones
would improve the lighting levels and darker ones would reduce them. From case to
case one may prefer to sacrifice on the lighting levels and to use darker colors at
lower levels thus increasing the vertical hierarchy brought by the natural light.
Occasional glare problems in atriums are, canceled by the hanging plants which also
will add a special vibration and feeling...
Ventilation
The warm air which accumulates under the glass roof, would be pushed down
with fans and ducts. The output of the computer modeling is presented for each
house, with only the acceptable and/or best results being retained. In only few cases
the first glass roof design had to be modified. The main criteria for evaluating the
results were self-sufficiency or minimum need for back-up heating even for the worst
case, that is the month of december, and minimum need for ventilation in the cooling
season. The temperature swings depend on the amount of exposed mass available and
its physical properties. It was found that doubling the mass area over an
architecturally typical base case changed the temperature swings by only a few degrees.
Also, the interior thermal performance was not too sensitive to the orientation of the
glass roof, especially for symmetrical two-sided sloped roofs, as shown in these tables.
Condensation Control and Leakage Problems
The supporting structure of the roof can be designed in such a way as to collect
any accidental or condensation leakages. The redistribution of the warm air throughout
the house in order to reduce the thermal swings and the use of double glazing would
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also imply reduced temperature differences between inside and outside at the glass
roof. Places with local high humidity levels can be ventilated directly to the outside
using an air-to-air heat exchanger. For maintenance and security reasons, floor
incorporated water drains in the atrium seem appropriate.
Fire and other Safety Aspects
At least the peripheral walls should be in concrete or any other fire proof
material. Pratically every space in the house has a second exit for fire emergencies
since they all communicate with the outside through the glass roofs. For this purpose,
deployable ladders and openings would lead to the outside terraces. Since the houses
are supposed to have the same general height in order for them not shade each other,
raising the peripheral walls by one or two feet to prevent fire spreading would not
cause any problem for energy gains. Sprinklers may be installed right under the glass
roof.
The first level situated covered street is not meant to look like a parking lot.
Rather, architectural differences between the houses, semi-transparent facades (glass
brick) accounting for the life behind them, and light wells contribute to create a
pleasant feeling at the access level.
Construction Generalities
It is proposed to build the peripheral walls and the floors in concrete for the
following reasons: 1. Structural role; 2. Privacy, security; 3. Sound control; 4. Fire
proofing, and 5. Distributed thermal mass for storing solar energy. One of the
following construction systems may fit particular architectural and economical needs: 1.
Reinforced cast in place concrete: 2. Reinforced concrete masonry: 3. Prefabricated
concrete panels, or 4. Three-dimensional concrete elements (see the prefab house). For
the distributed thermal mass needs only, any construction system using heavy materials
(like brick masonry) is appropriate. Note: distributed thermal mass is a strategy
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normally used in passive solar buildings; in the atrium houses case, this mass also
performs the tasks described at the beginning of this paragraph. The interior walls
construction may employ any system currently used.
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Daylight factors
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1.17%
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1.82%
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The Little House
Second level bedroom (10xlO feet).
Daylihgt measurements in footcandles (the first figure for the exterior
reading). Daylight factors in percentages.
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Chapter Four
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
Daylight Factors
Careful daylight measurements for the Small House (1"/foot scale model), show
that in the most severe situation - bedrooms on the second floor receiving their light
through an aperture equal to 1/3 of their ceiling area - the daylight factor values
range between 1.02% and 5.33% when the 73% daylight transmission for the ELO-1
glass roof is taken in account. In other words, in spaces situated two levels below the
terrace the light level has values around the daylight factor of 2%, indicated as
suitable for residences by the British research on daylighting. The areas directly
situated under the light well experience a daylight factor of 5.40%. Given the assigned
function of these spaces, mainly used during the night, these values may be considered
as acceptable.
Experimental Procedure
The lighting model, representing a bedroom on the second floor and all the
levels above, had white walls and ceilings, and a colored carpet was simulated with a
tan colored cardbord. Nine simultaneous measurements were taken with two lightmeters:
the first one was situated in the model as shown; the second one outside, oriented to
the sky. Care was taken to avoid reflections from surrounding buildings, ground, etc.
As requested for daylight factors measurements, the experiment took place during an
overcast day. The ratio between inside and outside readings gives the daylight factor,
that is the percentage of the exterior available light reaching an interior location.
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Visual Comfort
Occasional glare problems were thought to occur in the following situations:
1. When looking up from lower spaces (from the atrium to the second and third
levels); 2. When looking from an inside room towards the atrium.
Experimental Procedure
Qualitative testing has been done with the model of the "L" House. The testing
implies simulation of the described situations by positioning the model in such a way
as to receive a maximum amount of light during a clear sunny day. The interior of
the model was observed through apertures cut in the peripheral walls at the eye level;
the size of these observation holes was kept to a minimum in order not to affect the
distribution of the light inside the model. The glare test is passed when one can read
a text (like on a T-shirt at the scale of the model) against the light or against bright
surfaces. During the experiment, not only small letters were distinguishable, but the
grain of the paint was clearely perceivable. The test lead to the following
observations: 1. When looking up from lower spaces, the eye accomodation and the
lack of contrast due to the general high level of illumination both help to offset the
problem; 2. The same diffused light helps to reduce the contrast between inside room
surfaces looked at against the atrium walls.
Conclusion
In the Atrium House. the common glare problem is solved by the light's vertical
direction and its numerous diffuse reflections off of mostly white surfaces. That
means the light is evenly distributed in space, while the usual contrast occuring when
looking from inside at windows is avoided. Reflections at the glass roof level and the
nearby walls also help diffuse the light throughout the space providing a pleasant and
comfortable visual situation. (One may imagine this visual atmosphere by thinking of
the grazing light used in museums.) In the case of the proposed Louvered Glass. the
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diffusion of the light at the roof level would even further alleviate the tolerable
contrast.
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Computer Simulations
Most glazing products currently available on the market can not be used without
architectural constraints (aperture size and orientation), if thermal and visual comfort
plus consequent energy savings are to be maintained over the year. In order to
evaluate the thermal behaviour of the Atrium Houses, two computer programs
(described below) have been used in order to quantify the amount of energy admitted
through various types of glass at various attitudes and to calculate the average and
min-max indoor air temperatures. For these programs, a data base was created which
describes the solar transmission vs. angle of incidence for the glass types considered.
These characteristics are presented in the Solar Factor graphs. Special work was done
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to develop the graphs for the louvered glass, since this material only exists as
laboratory samples. Another experimental product not yet on the market is the set of
five electro-optic glazings under the generic name of ELO. (For further information
please consult William Bartovics - "The Thermal Performance of Fixed and -Variable
Selective Transmitters in Commercial Architecture", MIT, 1984.f These glazings can be
electronically switched from maximizing to minimizing the solar gain without grossly
affecting their high daylight transmission, as shown in the table. Electric fields applied
between the glass sheets are used to control the glasses absorbtion of the near infrared
portion of the solar spectrum, the part felt as heat; (the other half is visible, that is
the light). In one state ("clear"), little absorbtion takes place, so the solar energy is
transmitted into the space. In the other state ("switched"), near IR absorbtion is
maximized, so the solar heat can not penetrate to the living space.
Only ELO-1 was considered satisfactory in terms of daylight transmission, but
occasionally during the study, the other types were checked when needed. The results
presented in this thesis refer to the Boston location (42 degrees latitude, 71 degrees
longitude). Boston was chosen as a representative climate because its summers and
winters have severe climatic conditions when compared to most of Europe and
Scandinavia. (Further work is suggested in the Conclusions.)
Since a minimum amount of fresh air (1/2 volume/hour) is needed in the
heating season (this air would be let in at the upper part of the house), only a
slightly higher interior air pressure would be developed, that in turn minimizes the
unwanted air infiltration. The ventilation volume is determined by 1. the Bioclimatic
Chart (V. Olgyay. Design with Climate, Princeton University Press, Princeton,
1963, and 2. the maximum air velocity through a duct which does not produce noise,
that is 800 ft/min. Calculations made for a 45x45 ft, four level atrium house show
that this level of ventilation is never reached. When the words "Exhaust fan" are used
in the tables of each house thermal behaviour (Chapter Six). that means some
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ventilation was needed in order to diminish the inside temperature levels, and this may
occur in both convective and radiative coupled cases. Ventilation needs for this
purpose never exceeded 13,000 cfm, or the equivalent of a domestic attic fan. Usually,
one to three air volumes exchanged per hour proved to be sufficient in order to
achieve reasonable temperature swings between day and night, that is within a few
degrees. This is different from using the fan to break-up the heat acumulated under
the glass roof and thus reduce the interior temperature swings.
The computer output presents two figures for the temperature swings: one is for
the radiatively coupled case, which means that only the amount of mass directly seen
by the sun is taken in consideration; the other figure is for the convectively coupled
case, which assumes that an increased area of thermal mass is heated indirectly by the
air. For the Atrium Houses, an important percentage of the thermal mass is directly
in light, while the fan distributes the warm air evenly throughout the building to
transfer heat convectively to an even larger area of mass. Thus, the figures presented
for the thermal swings represent an average between these two extremes (radiative and
convective cases). When establishing the type of glass for each roof, preference was
given to the use of more installed fan power in summer in order to avoid higher
energy bills during the heating season.
For the most difficult case under these considerations, that is the Small House,
calculations were made for the worse situation implying no fan activity, which is
similar to the radiative coupling. Carefully daylight measurements were taken using a
larger scale model (1"/ft, ~ Chapter Five, Experimental Procedure). Even in this
situation, comfortable yearly temperatures occur. (For figures, please refer to the
respective tables, Chapter Six.)
The "Interior Air Temperature Swing" program provides the interior air
temperature swing that occurs over a 24 hours day boardering a clear, sunny day. The
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output is given for both radiatively and convectively coupled cases.
The two TI-59 computer program descriptions follow:
TI-59 Programmable Calculator Codes
Title: Solar Angles And Radiation
Programmer Charles C. Benton; Date Jan 1979
Given a data base, the program calculates beam, diffuse and total radiation upon
and transmitted through a specified plane. Radiation values are given for clear sky
conditions on the 21st day of the month specified. Optional output includes hourly
values for solar altitude, azimuth, angle of incidence, beam and diffuse (ground plane
and sky vault) radiation. Optionally. these values may be obtained for any time a day.
Calculations are from ASHRAE procedures for incident radiation values. The user may
specify solar time or standard time. This program does not compensate for cloudiness
or shading.
Title: Interior Air Temperature Swing
Programmer Stephen Hale: Date Jan 1979
Program description
Given a data base, the program calculates the 24 hour average and min-max
indoor air temperature for a single zone heated directly by the sun when the storage
mass is either dominated by radiative or convective coupling. Internal gains and night
time insulation are not modeled. Only south facing windows can be modeled. This
program follows the analytic method given by : Philip Niles, "A Simple Direct Gain
Passive House Performance Prediction Model". Proceedings of the 2nd National Passive
Solar Conference, International Solar Energy Society, March 1978.
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Glazing Products
Solar energy (Btu; clear days only) admitted through one sq ft of glass for 42
degrees latitude (Boston). December values for the 30 degrees tilted glass are reduced
by 10% to account for occasional snow deposits at the glass roof. All glazings are
double with an unusual low U value of 0.22 Btu/hr F sqft (1.3 watts/sqm C). This
low U value is due to the Argon fill and' the low emisivity coating. The only
exception is the HM77 which has a plastic film between the two layers of glass, thus
acting like triple glazing and coincidently having the same U value. The solar
transmission for each glass is presented in the "solar factor" curves. The three months
were choosen for the following considerations: March represents the average outside
temperature for the whole heating season; in August the outside temperatures are the
highest and so is the need for protection against overheating; December has the lowest
temperatures.
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Glazing products - characteristics and admitted solar energy
Normal
Daylight
Transmission
Float Glass
Double glazing
Louvered
Float Glass
Double Glazing
HM 77
.77
.75
.56
90 Degrees
Mar Aug Dec
1,211 794 1,362
778 882 438
247 285 207
529 126 762
335 137 242
107 47 115
563 365 654
367 410 209
93 136 98
30 Degrees
Mar Aug Dec Orient.
1,677 1,764 932 S
1,216 1,485 390 E/W
454 1,008 81 N
574 358 642 S
416 305 266 E/W
157 202 55 N
804 834 441 S
566 712 185 E/W
210 465 39 N
256 76
162 87
42 30
785 454 944
518 572 275
118 170 124
443 239 508
248 273 150
65 94 68
699 454 799
456 510 255
115 166 121
307 88 454
194 87 144
51 30 68
363 258 167 290 S
118 183 142 124 E/W
53 61 93 24 N
1,149 1,192 592 S
833 1,017 229 E/W
244 589 49 N
643 644 353 S
450 569 124 E/W
131 310 27 N
980 1,025 542 S
670 875 223 E/W
253 574 47 N
322 215 365 S
233 183 148 E/W
79 109 31
.54Louvered
HM 77
ELO 1
Clear
ELO 1
Switched
Guardian
Louvered
Guardian
.73
.62
.65
.63
Solar Factor curves for glazing products
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30 Degrees Type
1.0
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0
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ELO-1
ELO-2
ELO-3
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IN DEGREES
GLASS Effective Visible GLASS Effective Visible
TYPE Transmission Transmission TYPE Transmission Transmission
Clear Clear Switched Switched
ELO-1 0.61
ELO-2 0.61
ELO-3 0.61
ELO-4 0.54
ELO-5 0.35
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.70
0.50
ELO-1
ELO-2
ELO-3
ELO-4
ELO-5
0.34
0.26
0.15
0.14
0.09
0.62
0.43
0.16
0.16
0.11
Vertical Type
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Louvered Glass Analysis
The louvered glass is actually in the laboratory phase of propietary development.
It consists of normal appearing glass with very thin built-in louvers. Their thickness is
such that they almost cannot be perceived when looked at in the edge direction. The
louver width is equal to the glass section. These louvers are presently white but they
also may be reflective, and they also can form any kind of pattern: grid, dots,
images, since they are fabricated through a photographic-like process. The angles
between the louvers and the glass surface can be other than 90 degrees and even can
vary within the same pane of glass. It was this possibility which was used when
designing the Louvered Glass for the Atrium House. The following requirements had
to be fulfilled:
* Variable glass attitude. For simplification, only two positions of the glass were
considered: 90 degrees (vertical), and 30 degrees up from the horizontal. The 30
degrees angle is low enough to keep the bulk of the roof down so that the
neighbouring roofs would not fall in shade (the lowest winter sun altitude for 40
degrees latitude is 27 degrees). On the other hand, 30 degrees is a convenient slope
for fast drainage of raining water. This also makes the glass roof practically
maintenance free.
* Maximum rejection of the summer sun. This requirement influences not only
the louvers angle but also their spacing, since they are supposed to shade each other
for the high sun altitudes corresponding to the summer time.
* Maximum solar gain in the winter.
These conditions determine the various louver angles according to the orientation
of the pane of glass. This leads to a preference for those louver angles which could
be used all around the house by simply changing the position of the glass when
mounted in its frame. The type of glass designed for south vertical position, if
rotated one quarter, is suitable for the 30 degrees tilted areas oriented east and west.
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Similarly, the 30 degrees tilted louvered glass designed for south orientation would
perform equally well in the east and west vertical situations if rotated in the same
way. This is due to similarities between the angles of incidence at the glass surface
(the morning sun would strike a vertical surface under a similar incidence angle as the
noon sun a 30 degrees tilted one).
The built-in louvers have the advantage of being maintenance free (no dust can
reach them), thus preserving the same proportion of diffused transmitted light over
time. In the case of the Atrium House as proposed here, the louvered glass also
brings the advantage of cutting direct visual contact, thus avoiding some design
problems which may occur when a terrace is neighboring the glass roof of the next
house.
In order to establish the amount of light allowed in under different angles of
incidence, a graphic method was developed as shown here for the vertical, south
oriented glass. Graphs were built for the incidence angles of 0, 30, 50, 60 and 72
degrees, which, for the vertical glass only, also cover the sun altitude angles over the
year. A similar operation wac done for the 30 degrees tilted south oriented glass. The
diffused light that reaches the inside is considered to be half the incident light at
each louver reflection. The figures thus obtained were plotted in order to construct
"solar factor" curves similar to those of the other types of glass considered. (The
"solar factor" determines only the solar transmission. This solar transmission plus the
heat absorption in the glass transmitted inwards is named "effective solar heat gain".
To obtain the "solar factor" curve for louvered clear glass, each of these two
graphs (for 90 and 30 degrees) are "multiplied" with the graph for clear double
glazing since light transmission through multiple layers is equal to the product of each
layer transmission. In the same way different curves are obtained for the proposed
new glazing products such as Louvered HM77 and Louvered Guardian. The solar
energy admitted is presented in the following table. The graphs were further used as
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input source for the TI-59 "Solar Angles and Radiation" program, steps 10 to 13
(average transmission factor for various angles of incidence).
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House of Vetii, plan, Pompeii
Chapter Five
TEN ATRIUM HOUSES
The follwing Atrium Houses explore different situations regarding the atrium
position, form and size, the placement of the vertical circulation, the size of the "foot
print" (directly influencing the density), the number of levels, the glass roof forms,
and the interior air temperature swings on clear sunny days for the 21st day of
March, August and December.
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House of Vetii
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The Atrium House
Receiving its name directly from the inspiration source, the Atrium House was
not the first one conceived. However, it is the first one presented for its resemblance
with its ancestors. Symbolically, the large atrium occupies the center of the plan, thus
it literally becomes the focus of the whole design. As in the ancient related house,
the atrium connects the adjacent spaces providing them with possible temporary
extensions while performing the assigned functions of living space, fire place and
dinning room. A "lab" kitchen is proposed at one of its ends; its situation under the
shade of the terrace level and in a long niche makes its presence secondary, on the
edge between the kitchen as a service function and a day time space. This emphasis
given to the atrium is already a shift from its traditional role and is made possible
precisely by the presence of the special glass roof which floods the living area with
light. The entrance hall, the guest room and the bathrooms have their independent
skylights.
This large house has a "guest" apartment (at left from the entrance) and three
other bedrooms situated between the protected atrium and a small courtyard. A stair
takes one to the upper level from where exit is possible on two large open terraces.
Estimated density is 250 people/hectare. The footprint, including the adjacent access
lane is 30x69=2070 sqft out of which 1620 sqft represent the first level inside area.
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Longitudinal Section
1
First Level
THE ATRIUM HOUSE
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 6.Disposal 8.Atrium 12.Kitchen 13.Master Bedroom
14.Bedroom 16.Guest Room 17.Bathroom 22.Terrace
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General View
of the Roof
Light and Shade Sequences
Model Views
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Glass Roof Axonometric
Two Conoids
(surfaces generated by a straight
line sliding with one end. on
a curve and the other end
on another straight line)
The Atrium House
Roof: Louvered Float Glass
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature Mar Aug Dec
Average 75.5 76.2 70.3
Swing (+/-) 3.3 3.4 3.3
Exhaust fans no yes no
Auxiliary heat no no
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Ward Bennett, Ward Benett Residence, Long Island, 1968
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The Little Atrium
A smaller alternative is obtained by giving up two bedrooms out of four in the
precedent design where the atrium occupies a central position. The glass roof provides
light for the atrium and the kitchen-dinning area. The bedrooms have their own
courtyard directly open to the outside, as in the previous house. The bathroom has a
skylight at the level of the second floor terrace. The footprint, including the access
lane, is 24x54=1296 sqft. From these, 936 sqft represent the house alone, without
counting the second covered level and open terraces. The density may rise to 200
people/hectare. I , I | A | 1|
1
First Level
Second Level and
Glass Roof Projection
Roof: Louvered Float Glass
Indoor AirTemperature and
Temperature Mar
Average 75.1
Swing (+/-) 4.6
Exhaust fan no
Auxiliary heat no
Implications
Aug Dec
73.7 77.0
4.7 4.7
yes no
no
THE LITTLE ATRIUM
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 8.Atrium 12.Kitchen 13.Master Bedroom 14.Bedroom
17.Bathroom 20.Open to Bellow 22.Terrace
0
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The "L" House
As the name shows, this house is organized around an atrium occupying one
quarter of the plan. It is basically a two level house situated between its access and
its terrace. The atrium provides floor extension for both the kitchen-dinning area and
the children bedrooms. The living-room, situated on the same level with the master
bedroom, is an intermediate level in the cascade of horizontal planes spiraling from
the terrace to the atrium. A light well directly connected to the outside and situated
in the opposite corner of the plan from the atrium brings light and ventilation to
stair and bathrooms. Estimated density is 625 habitants/hectare. The square footprint
measures 576 sqft including the respective access street. First level=333 sqft; second
level=549 sqft out of which 144 sqft are for the atrium; third level=405 sqft; fourth
level=261 sqft out of which 135 sqft represent the outside terrace. Total area=1548
sqf t.
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First Level Second Level
THE "L" HOUSE
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 6.Disposal 7.Light Well 8.Atrium 9.Living 11.Dinning
12.Kitchen 13.Master Bedroom 14.Bedroom 17.Bathroom 20.Open to Bellow 22.Terrace
Fourth Level
The "L" House
Roof: ELO-1
Indoor Air Temperature and
Temperature
Average
Swing (+/-)
Exhaust fan
Auxiliary heat
Mar
74.0
5.4
no
no
Implications
Aug
75.7
5.1
yes
Dec
64.3
5.3
no
yes
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Section
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The Prefab House
The plans are not implying any prefabrication, nor is this house the only one
which could be prefabricated. However, it was given this name because of the
prefabrication proposition accompagning this scheme. It is a house running parallel
with its atrium which contains the main day-time activities and one of the three
bedrooms. The stair occupies a central position serving also as separation element
between the living-room and the dinning. A light well traversing one of the third
level bedrooms brings additional light to the kitchen and bathroom, as shown in
section. On the long side of the atrium, a place is reserved for plants meant to
decorate the wall. Possible density is 625 people/hectare. The footprint is 576 sqft,
access lane included. First level=360 sqft; second level=576 sqft, out of which half is
for the atrium; third level=261 sqft; fourth level=288 sqft including a 135 sqft terrace
and a 54 sqft outside garden. Total area=1485 sqft.
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Third Level Fourth Level
First Level Second Level
THE PREFAB HOUSE
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 5.Utility 6.Disposal 7.Light Well 8.Atrium 9.Living
11.Dinning 12.Kitchen 13.Master Bedroom 14.Bedroom 17.Bathroom 18.Storage
20.Open to Bellow 21.Plants 22.Terrace
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The Prefab House
Roof: ELO-1
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature
Average
Swing (+/-)
Exhaust tan
Auxiliary heat
Mar Aug Dec
72.0
3.0
no
no
The Prefab House
Roof: Guardian
Indoor Air Temperature and
Temperature Mar
Average 73.8
Swing (+/-) 4.7
Exhaust fan yes
Auxiliary heat no
74.6
5.2
yes
64.4
2.8
no
yes
Implications
Aug Dec
76.8 61.8
6.4 2.6
yes no
Yes
Section
The Prefab House
Roof: Louvered Float Glass
Indoor Air Temperature and
Temperature
Average
Swing (+/-)
Exhaust fan
Auxiliary heat
Mar
70.3
2.9
no
no
Implications
Aug
73.2
4.6
yes
Dec
67.2
3.0
no
no
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Proposed Prefabrication System
Three-dimensional prefabricated elements provide considerable increase in construction
speed: once in place, a full story is built. However, their generalization is limited by
two major problems: 1. transport size and cost limitations; only limited dimensions
can be transported with usual means like trucks and trains, and it is not economical
to ship large empty volumes. 2. High price for the casting forms induce production
of the same elements in large numbers, thus leading to uniformity.
The proposed system tries to avoid these problems while filling the main
requirements of the Atrium House. A simple metal casting form is used at the job
site for the first reinforced concrete element which will serve further for casting form
in its turn. The process is repeated three or four times, as needed. The elements are
cast in upside down position and have their vertical parts slightly tilted in order to
allow lifting. The consequent variable height and length are useful in this case for
design consideration, as explained later.
The reinforcement is realized with corrugated sheets of metal with the waves
parallel with the long dimension, their ends being possibly connected to a steam
producing device to speed the drying process. Apertures size and form can vary for
each element, as shown in the "Facade Study". The number of initial casting forms is
determined by the size of the project and the general timing. These casting forms can
be folded and would be reused. Advantages: 1. Transportation problems eliminated; 2.
Expensive casting forms reduced in number; 3. Increased construction speed; 4.
Flexibility.
From the Atrium House project point of view, the variable height level
corresponds to the variable amount of daylight as related to the light source distance.
Also, the first level is higher (cars circulation, garage), while the last one, usually
assigned to rooms, is lower and thus more intimate. The visual aspect of the tilted
walls corresponds with both structural and daylight issues (diffusion), while the effect
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can be cancelled on the living levels with built-in furniture, draperies, etc... Concrete
is choosen (as in the other Atrium Houses) for its distributed thermal mass capacity,
sound control and fire-proof characteristics.
(PARTIAL) GREEN HOUSE
ACCESS ON TERRACE with GLASS BRICK FLOOR
VISIBLE INSTALLATIONS
& CELLAR/STORAGE ...
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TYPICAL
ELEMENT
6543 :217
Order of Concrete Casting, Position and Function of Elements
1. First floor (house); 2. First floor (atrium); 3. First level; 4. Second level; 5.
Third level; 6. Terrace - earth container; 7. Visible installations and storage.
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THE ELEMENTS
PLAN
THEIR COMPOSITION ALLOWS
EQUAL STEP PROGRESSION
4444-4~4~4
The three-dimensional elements; with only two elements in different
combinations, equal step progression can be achieved.
L i
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444-4.4
Facade on the Atrium; three-dimensional prefabricated elements - alternatives
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DDDl I
Atrium facade study
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15 PEET
i4ii i !4- 4
Parallel Atrium Shifted Atrium with light well resulting on the rear
Three-dimensional elements displaced
and split level; atrium zones
Totally or partially missing elements
in plan and/or from the top
7 ;4*ifl~
I'll-
\~.IIII
ILL
"L" shaped house
with facilities around the stair-
Plan Alternatives
Size and number of elements may vary
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Assemblage of staggered elements and resulting alternance of dwellings and
atriums; each house preserves a private terrace with a roof garden; the partial
green-house is not mandatory, thus lower roof profiles being possible.
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Sopha Architects, Vidal House, France, 1972-1975
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The Small House
If the atrium on one side of the previous plan is distributed on two parallel
sides and the foot print of the house is kept to a minimum for density reasons, this
tight design is obtained. The second level rooms have one third of their ceiling open
to above, for more than satisfactory daylighting levels. Considering the difference in
space and light needed for night activities, bedrooms predominate on the lowest floor.
By suppressing one of the walls, the density can be relaxed. However, this house was
specially conceived in order to test the limits of feasibility for the whole atrium
concept when high density is the first condition, while advantages like personal garage,
access and terrace together with spaces higher than on level are maintained.
Theoretically, the density can be more than 1000 people/hectare. The footprint is 432
sqft with 162 sqft for the access; second level=432 sqft; third level=288 sqft; fourth
level=180 sqft, including a 108 sqft terrace. Total area=1170 sqft.
Third Level
6
First Level
Fourth Level
Second Level
THE SMALL HOUSE
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 6.Disposal 7.Light Well 9.Living 11.Dinning 12.Kitchen
13.Master Bedroom 14.Bedroom 18.Storage 22.Terrace
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The Small House
Roof: ELO-1
The vertical part of the roof North oriented; radiative case
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature Mar Aug Dec
Average 69.2 73.6 57.9
Swing (+/-) 5.6 6.1 3.2
Exhaust fan yes yes no
Auxiliary heat no yes
Roof: ELO-1
The vertical part of the glass roof East or West oriented; radiative case
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature Mar Aug Dec
Average 77.8 74.2 53.4
Swing (+/-) 6.8 6.4 2.8
Exhaust fan yes yes no
Auxiliary heat no yes
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The Small House
Roof: ELO-1
The vertical part of the glass roof South oriented; convective case
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature Mar Aug Dec
Average 73.9 73.6 55.8
Swing (+/-) 3.9 4.3 1.7
Exhaust fan yes yes no
Auxiliary heat no no yes
Roof: ELO-1
The vertical part of the glass roof North oriented; convective case
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature Mar Aug Dec
Average 69.2 73.6 57.9
Swing (+/-) 3.4 4.3 3.4
Exhaust fan yes yes no
Auxiliary heat no yes
Roof: ELO-1
The vertical part of the glass roof East or West oriented; convective case
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature Mar Aug Dec
Average 77.8 74.2 53.4
Swing (+/-) 4.3 4.6 1.6
Exhaust fan yes yes no
Auxiliary heat no yes
Roof: ELO-1
The vertical part of the glass roof South oriented: radiative case
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature Mar Aug Dec
Average 73.9 73.6 55.8
Swing (+/-) 6.2 6.1 3.0
Exhaust Fan yes yes no
Auxiliary heat no yes
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The Small House
Terrace, Living and Light Wells
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Terrace
Bedroom/Dinning
Storage/Garage
The Small House
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Possible Interior Views
Mario Botta, House at Cadenazzo, Switzerland, 1970-71
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Frank Gehry, Davis Studio, Malibu, Ca, 1970-72
I
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The Split Level House
By maintaining the stair in the center and adding another aisle of room on the
opposite side from those in the Prefab House, a new typology is obtained. Two other
characteristics of this house are the atrium running the full height of the building,
thus providing light at the entrance level, and the plantation on top of the garage
expanding the children bedroom at that level. At the top, advantage is taken of the
half level difference to make the living-room communicate with the dinning area and
the terrace at the same time. Density levels can pass 700 people/hectare. The
footprint is 864 sqft including 216 sqft for the access lane. Second and third level are
576 sqft each; living level=288 sqft; outside terrace=144 sqft. Total area=2376 sqf t
including the garden on top of the garage.
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Section
The Split Level House
Roof: ELO-1
Indoor Air Temperature and
Temperature Mar
Average 76.8
Swing (+/-) 5.2
Auxiliary fan yes
Auxiliary heat no
Implications
Aug Dec
74.4 50.0
5.4 3.3
yes no
yes
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I
First Level
THE SPLIT LEVEL HOUSE
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 5.Utility 6.Disposal 9.Living 11.Dinning 12.Kitchen
13.Master Bedroom 14.Bedroom 17.Bathroom 18.Storage 20.Open to Bellow 22.Terrace
24.Sliding Glass Roof
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The Long House
Basically a traditional duplex, this type can be considered as derived from the
previous after removing the stair from the atrium. The latest takes the role of
connecting space between the dinning and living area. Note the double height of this
space and the built-in shelves providing an additional layer between the viewer and
the construction itself. The stair, placed between the master and the children's
bedrooms, provide the entry with a first source of light, while the main light source
is the atrium perceived in the distance. The scheme adopted for the external
circulation is different, having the car access doubled with a pedestrian access on top
of it. This access is secondary in importance so that a passage through the parents
room is allowed. The garden on the third level serves as play ground or for other
activities; it is from this level that the exit on the terrace is made by a light-weight
bridge over the atrium. Part of the glass roof is sliding, thus opening the atrium to
the outside. The vertical glazing to the terrace removed, the last one finds itself
directly connected with the atrium and living area. The average density is 310
people/hectare. The footprint is 1296 sqft; first and second levels are 864 sqft each:
third level=864 sqft including a 162 sqft terrace.
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Roof: Louvered Float Glass
Indoor Air Temperature and
Temperature
Average
Swing (+/-)
Exhaust fan
Auxiliary heat
Mar
68.5
4.5
yes
no
Implications
Aug
75.7
3.5
yes
Dec
64.5
3.4
no
yes
THE LONG HOUSE
Legend
1.Street 2.Pedestrian 3.Entrance 4.Garage 6.Disposal 7.Light Well 8.Atrium 9.Living
11.Dinning 12.Kitchen 13.Master Bedroom 14.Bedroom 17.Bathroom 20.Open to
Bellow 22.Terrace 24.Sliding Glass Roof
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Third Level
S2
Second Level
First Level
V
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Cretan Labyrinth, Italian engraving
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The Labyrinth House
This house is dedicated to the Sun, around which the whole concept of Atrium
House is constructed. The Labyrinth is an ancient symbol of the daily path of the
Sun and belongs to the same cultures first known to have used the atrium. The
decorative stripe used on top of the title pages is one of the many representations of
this symbol. Conceived as a large house, it has more than one way to reach any point
inside by making use of more than one stair. One may enter and exit the top terrace
through opposite sides leading to different parts of the house. The entry platform
becomes dinning area connected with the kitchen behind a half level furniture piece.
A few steps around the corner lead to the studio. In the opposite direction, somehow
hidden at the beginning, one finds two stairs: one, between two mirrored parallel
walls, to the second level with the living space and the two children bedrooms -
"atriums" themselves. The other one, between a vertical deep grid and another
mirrored wall, directing to the terrace. A landing at half way over-looks the entry
level. The master bedroom, situated directly under the glass roof, has a view of the
terrace which can be reached by a light-weight bridge over the spaces below. The
bathroom at this level is a "house in the house" with its own glass roof. In a more
direct way, a one level stair connects the entry level with the living area allowing a
deep penetration in the space without unveiling all its secrets. Parts of the glass roof
are sliding, opening the atrium to the outside. From the terrace, a symbolic spiral
stair leads to a unique place, an observation and sun deck. The density may reach 330
people/hectar. The footprint is 1350 sqft. First level=1080 sqft; second level=710 sqf t;
third level=800 sqft including 243 sqft of planted terrace. Total area=2950 sqft.
First Level Second Level
THE LABYRINTH HOUSE
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 6.Disposal 9.Living 10.Studio/Hobby 11.Dinning
12.Kitchen 13.Master Bedroom 14.Bedroom 17.Bathroom 18.Storage 20.Open to
Bellow 22.Terrace 23.Sun Deck 24.Sliding Glass Roof
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Third Level Roof Plan
The Labyrinth House
Roof: Louvered Float Glass
Indoor Air Temperature and
Temperature
Average
Swing (+/-)
Exhaust fan
Auxiliary heat
Mar
67.5
3.8
yes
no
Implications
Aug
75.3
2.5
yes
Dec
69.5
4.2
yes
no
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Longitudinal Section
The Labyrinth House
Model Views
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The Labyrinth House
Model Views
114
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The Labyrinth House
Model Views
Entrance Hall
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House of the Beginning
The notion of Atrium House is taken to another limit with this design dealing
more with light wells of various widths and heights than with centralized spaces. The
first level assumes the functions of entry, garage, kitchen, dinning, living space and
studio while leading the visitor in a circular movement. From the entry, one can
reach the children's level with its .two alcove-like bedrooms and direct connection with
the inside garden. A spiral stair over-looking the living area leads to the master
bedroom, presented as a shell under the glass roof with diagonally opposed apertures
in the surrounding walls. Bathrooms are placed one on top of each other and
connected to each floor. The last level of the bathrooms tower is a tub occasionally
exposed to the outside when the sliding roof is open. Built-in shelves at the end walls
change their role with the height thus becoming support for plants and niches for
statues at the upper parts. The average density is 260 people/hectare. The footprint is
1350 sqft.
Conceptual Section
1Second Level
HOUSE OF THE BEGINNING
Legend
1.Street 2.Pietonal 3.Entrance 4.Garage 6.Disposal 9.Living 10.Studio/Hobby
11.Dinning 12.Kitchen 13.Master Bedroom 15.Alcove 17.Bathroom 19.Tub 20.Open
to Bellow 21.Plants 24.Sliding Glass Roof
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First Level
Third Level Fourth Level
House of the Beginning
Roof: Louvered Float Glass
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
Temperature
Average
Swing (+/-)
Exhaust fan
Auxiliary heat
Mar Aug
74.1 75.2
3.3 2.8
no yes
no
119
Dec
64.2
2.8
no
yes
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Transversal Section
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House of the Beginning
Model Views
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House of the Beginning
Model Views
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House of the Beginning
Model Views
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Peter Breugel, The Tower of Babel
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Towers House
The exploration of the present design principals leads to a total separation
between support and content, thus a sort of "interior urbanism" being achieved.
Developing the "alcove" idea, a further step brings these functional cells one on top
of each other; inside towers rise free in the space and the whole ground floor is the
atrium. Plants further suggests an artificial landscape while helping to define zones in
the living area and stripes of mirror rhyme with the overall verticality. A sun deck
tops one of the towers and sliding roof parts conspire with the plants and the vertical
constructions below to further diffuse the difference between inside and outside.
Density levels in this case may reach 410 people/hectare.
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Towers House
Model Views
139
The Modules
Living/Gazebo
Bath
140
The Modules
Master Bedroom/Alcove
141
Bedroom/Alcove
142
The Modules
Sun Deck
Fourth Level
143
Glass Roof
Third Level
Second Level
Roof: Louvered Float Glass
Indoor Air Temperature and Implications
First Level
TOWERS HOUSE
Temperature
Average
Swing (+/-)
Exhaust fan
Auxiliary heat
Mar
65.0
2.7
no
no
Aug
81.1
2.1
no
Dec
66.7
3.4
no
no
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 5.Utility 6.Disposal 9.Living 12.Kitchen 13.Master
Bedroom 14.Bedroom 15.Alcove 17.Bathroom 18.Storage 20.Open to Bellow 23.Sun
Deck 24.Sliding Glass Roof
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Living Gazebo or
Sun Deck
0~ 1
Towers House
The Modules
Kitchen
010
0 0
Bathroom
U3o7
-~1
Bed and Study
7
Master AlcoveStairs
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Atrium House, model for The Big House, Misawa competition, Paris, 1982
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Chapter Six
CONCLUSIONS
Previous Study
Many prior years of research were undertaken before the present ten Atrium
Houses were refined for this final thesis. Before coming to MIT, seven Atrium Houses
had been presented in an international architectural competition ("House for a Longer
Life", organized by the Industrial Group Misawa and the magazine Japan Architect,
Japan, 1981). The "L" House and The Small House were derived from these original
designs because of their typical scale and type of light manipulations. The five others
are presented in the following pages. The main modifications occurred at the glass
roof, which does not cover the whole building anymore. Most of the new designs
have an access to an outside terrace or/and sun deck. Also, partially sliding glass
roofs can dramatically enhance the attractiveness of the whole design. How else would
one have the choice to transform his living area in an outside space?
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Fifteen houses were evaluated with the TI-59 computer programs and five were
dropped, more for architectural and lack of time considerations than because of any
failure in their thermal performance. The pictures show the one named The Big
House.
The remaining ten represent a large enough sample of different explorations of
the Atrium formula; various types of spaces in size and function are investigated and
the architectural conclusions drawn may well serve for further combinations. From a
comfort point of view, it was found that the set of glazings taken in account is wide
enough to offset most orientation problems. One can choose to combine two or more
types of glass to deal with the requirements of different orientations for more
sophisticated roof forms.
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Previous study, model pictures, Cambridge, Ma
THE BIG HOUSE
Legend
1.Street 3.Entrance 4.Garage 5.Utility 6.Disposal 7.Light Well 8.Atrium 9.Living
11.Dinning 12.Kitchen 13.Master Bedroom 14.Bedroom 16.Guest Room 17.Bathroom
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Previous study, plans, Misawa competition, Paris, 1982
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520 habitants /10000m 2
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Further Suggested Work
The Boston area has hot summers and cold winters; the climate is severe and the
range of glazings to choose from is sufficiently large to indicate that the Atrium
House concept would perform well in other climates. Certainly, further work is
needed to prove it. From the calculations done with the TI-59 programmable
computer we found that the thermal sensitivity to orientation does not change much,
especially for symmetrical roofs; North plus South in -terms of Heat gain is almost
equal to East plus West. (Please, see the Glazings Table, Chapter 5.).
The ventilation patterns may require further attention, especially in order to
establish operating regimes for summer and winter. The main concern of this thesis is
to design new forms for urban living that also maintain yearly comfortable interior
temperatures. Estimations show that as much as 60% energy savings can be expected
during the heating season. A third TI-59 program (Average Daily Radiation),
accounting for cloudiness can precisely predict the savings. At present, the feeling is
that more installed fan power in summer is preferable to higher energy bills in the
heating season.
The revitalization of this ancient housing formula, based on such notions as
"energy conscious design", "support structure" and "three-dimensional flexibility", is
seen to be possible through the use of new composite glazings tested and evaluated
with engineering methodologies and principles. New architectural and life-style
formulae, land cost taxation and high density, improved opportunities for daylighting,
heating and ventilation, the American traditional sense of privacy served by old
European urban concepts and experience, and appropiate prefabrication methods are
only a few topics dealt within this project. Further work is needed to develop and
refine these ideas. Hopefully, the present thesis demonstrates from an architectural and
technical point of view the interest and the feasibility of the new Atrium House.
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Guido Canali, Patio Houses, Italy, 1983
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APPENDIX
TI-59
Programmable
Calculator
Codes
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Title INTERIOR AIR TEMPERATURE SWING
Programmer Stephen Hale Date Jan. 1979
Partioning (Op 17) Std. Library Module Any Printer No Cards 1, 2
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Given a data base, the program calculates the 24 hour average and min-max indoor
air temperature for a single zone heated directly by the sun when the storage mass
is either dominated by radiative or convective coupling. Internal gains and night-
time window insulation are not modeled. Only south facing windows can be
modeled.
This program follows the analytic method given by: Philip Niles, "A Simple
Direct Gain Passive House Performance Prediction Model," Proceedings of the 2nd
National Passive Solar Conference, International Solar Energy Society, March 1978.
USER INSTRUCTIONS
STEP PROCEDURE
1 Read card sides 1, 2
2 Enter Ave. 24 hr. outdoor air
temp.
3 Enter zone UA minus window
UA
4 Enter total daily insolation
transmitted by a sq. ft. of
window/24
5 Enter window conductance
6 Enter outdoor daily air temp.
swing/2
7 Enter storage surface area/
window ft2
8 Storage surface convective
conductance use:
1.0 BTUH/*Fft 2 for heat
flow up.
0.6 BTUH/*Fft 2 for heat
flow down
9 Enter 24
10 Enter equivalent storage heat
capacity per ft2 of exposed
area
11 Enter window area
12 Run Program
13 Run Program
14 Run Program
ENTER
0 .
Temp (*F)
BTUH/*F
BTUH/ft 2
BTUH/*Fft 2
*F
Ratio
BTUH/*Fft 2
'24
BTU/*Fft 2
ft 2
PRESS
STO 02
STO 03
STO 04
STO 05
STO 06
STO 07
STO 08
STO 09
STO
STO
E
R/S
R/S
10
11
DISPLAY
1,2
Temp.
Conductance
Insolation
Unit Conduct.
Temp.
Ratio
Unit Conduct.
24
Heat Cap.
Area
Average Daily
indoor air
temp. (*F)
Temp. swing/2
(convective
case)
Temp. swing/2
(radiative case)
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Programmable Calculator Codes
C - ! 'i D = 10 5 + 150..=.::
.1 D 5. . + 11111 43F R' L 1 1 -
12 4:3 RCL 052 43 RCL 102 12 12 152 D 5=
003 n 1 !1 0 53 0 5 C!5 103 -3.5 + , 15: 3 42 !::.T
00 4 75 - 054 95 104 4- FL 154 17 17
1005 4:3 P.CL 0D55 42 !ST 0 105 15 15 155 4:3 R CL
016 :2 2 056 284 2 16 956 45 45
-17 g5 -I57 43 FrL 107 :~4 .r'' 157 55 +
008 65 : 058 11 0 1 18 42T 15 43 RCL
0 1 43 R ii- L. 0597 0 9911 1 7 11 0: 06L 43 RC L 110 43 RCL 160 95=UD11 '-:5 = ID61 02 UC 2- 1-1 07 07 16 1 -.:G -3
112 42 !3T 162 95 = 112 65 x 162 85 +
13 :-1' 13 13 65- x, 1 43 RCC 163 01 1
I :- -43 1:63
14 43 CL 064 01 1 114 08 E. 4 95
nD15 0 11 C, :- 115 95 = 165 42' 9 TO 3
ID16 75 - 066 06 E. 116 55 +166 18 18
117 43 RC 0L 6 06 6 117 43 RCL 167 40 RCL
018' 2 02 068 06 6 118 28 28 168 47 47
I 19 95 069 95 = 119 95 =169, 55+
0a -- 0 5 - 070 :- :2:: 120 8:;5 + 170 43 R- :CL
ID21 43 F!C0L 071 42 !STE 121 0 2 2 171 18E 1;8
0:1 f-1 C3 5-4 2 5 71 9
1023 95 = 7:3 -4 RCL 123 65 173 5 +
124 44 06 !6 124 43 RCL 174 01 1
U 26 4:3 IF!:L j0:76E 42 0T 126 6.5 x:: 176 3.:5 1a
02 7 : 0 7 2 1 3 R4 1 L.47 3 4:1
02:S 75 08 43 R1L 12 08 03 178 95 =
:9 3 P1:L701 0i 1- 12 9 1 79 43!3Tr
03-4 9 08~ 1 4 3 ii. . 1:3 43 FIL 'j8 1 : p
32 4 2 !S*T 00 !:;2 0 2 0 2 12 28 28 2:39,39
03: 46 46 083 95 5 = 1 5
0 4 43 F!!5 xL 134 42 ST0 184 43 RCL
035 1 -4 5 01 1 5 7 47 1-5 40 4 i
n336 55 + 086 93 .1:36 4:3 RCL 16 :39.?5 =
443 L r n'47 0I 6 , 137 4 09 187 42 'T
039 95 Fl089 06 6 139 4l3 CLL 1"9 91 R -
n4 0 42 ! ;T 09 0 65 x 140 08 08 190 4:3 L
141 11 11 091 43 i L 141 95 9 '1 01 U1
0D42 91 RA; 092 06 0 6 142 42 S3TO 192 75 -
043 7 LBL 3 5 :x 143 45 45 193 4; RCL
044 12 B 094 01 1 144 43 RCL 194 2 0 2
045 43 R!CL 095 93 - 145 10 10 195 95=
0 46E 03 0:3 096E 0 4 4 146 65 x 196 55+
047 55 + 097 01 1 14 7 06 61 197 93.
C148 43 RCL 1:98 04 4 148 93.198 066
049 11 11 1C99 95 = 149 02 2199 95=
162
- -l~ - -
2 t '?:-4 -- C
7 6
-.-
* - -I
211 4 T
r- 'i-
- -
- a- - -- 4
Hi
15 654 X
241 95
2. 4 2 l
--4 -- -. a
420 34 ^2
:21 4 F4L
22 85 +3
24 43l RCL
245 42 :T2
24 3333
1247 3 RC
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-.- - - -
-- 
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Title SOLAR ANGLES AND RADIATION
Programmer Charles C. Benton Date Jan 1979
Partioning (Op 17) 559.49 Library Module Any Printer No Cards 1,2,3,4
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Given a data base, the program calculates beam, diffuse, and total radiation upon
and transmitted through a specified plane. Radiation values are given for clear sky
conditions on the 21st day of the month specified. Optional output includes hourly
values for solar altitude, azimuth, angle of incidence, beam and diffuse (ground
plane and sky vault) radiation. Optionally, these values may be obtained for any
time and day. Calculations are from ASHRAE procedures for incident radiation
values. The user may specify solar time or standard time. This program does not
compensate for cloudiness or shading. Estimated Atmospheric Clearness Numbers in the
U.S. for Nonindustrial Localities
rz* J,.u, W ID0 i'
STEP PROCEDURE ENTER PRESS DISPLAY
1 Re-partition
2 Read card sides 1,2,3,4
3 Enter month number (Jan = 1)
4 Enter latitude
5 Enter longitude
6 Enter Atmos. clearance
7 Enter surface tilt (900 = vertical)
8 Enter surface orientation,
(+ east, - west)
9 Enter ground reflectance
10 Enter avg. transmission factor
for 0-550 angle of incidence
11 Enter avg. trans. fact. for
55-650
12 Enter avg. trans. fact. for
65-750
13 Enter avg. trans. fact. for
75-900
14 Run program
15 Daily beam radiation transmitted
16 Daily beam radiation incident
17 Daily diffuse radiation trans-
mitted
18 Daily diffuse radiation incident
19 Daily total radiation transmitted!.
20 Daily total radiation incident
5
0
Month
Lat.
Long.
At.cl.
Tilt
Orient
Reflt.
0-55
55-65
65-75
75-90
2 0P1 7
A
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
B
C
R/S
D
R/S
E
R/S
559.49
1,2,3,4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0
flashes
Beam trans.
Beam incid.
diff. trans.
diff. incid.
total trans.
total incid.
'
USER INSTRUCTIONS
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Programmable Calculator Codes
Note: RUN is finished when 21.00 enters the Display
E00 76 LBL 050 18 18 100 42 ST0 150 95
01 1 D' 051 35 + 101 25 25 151 42 STO
L02 S7 Fr 052 43 RCL 102 75 - 152 1 1-3
E03 0i 053 19 19 103 01 1 153 73 RC*
C04 42 TO 054 95 = 104 02 2 154 25 25
C05 86 SrF 055 91 R/S 105 95 155 50 IxI
C6 0 1 Il1 056 43 RCL 106 42 STO 156 22 INV
007 01 1 057 16 16 107 24 24 157 59 INT
008 91 R / 058 85 + 108 73 RC+ 158 42 STO
C09 76 LBL 059 43 RCL 109 24 24 159 14 14
C10 42 ST 060 17 17 110 55 + 1 73 RC+
oi1 22 NV 061 95 = 11 01 1 161 24 24
012 86 STF 062 91 R/S 112 00 0 162 50 Ix&
013 01 01 063 76 LBL 113 00 0 163 22 INV
014 01 1 I64 16 A' 114 00 0 164 59 INT
-015 94 +/- 065 01 1 115 95 = 165 42 STD
016 91 RS 066 06 6 li6 59 INT 166 15 15
017 76 LBL 167 32 T 117 55 + 167 0 3
C1S 85 + 68 01 1 1 18 01 1 068 42 ST
E 19 66 PAU 069 01 1 119 00 0 169 00 00D
WO 22 !N'Y 70 42 STO 120 95 = 170 01 1
021 3~ IFF C71 21 21 121 42 STO 171 01 1
E22 01 01 072 61 GTO 122 11 11 72 32 VT
C23 14 CE 073 23 LNX 123 73 RC* 173 01 1
C24 91 R S 074 76 LBL 124 25 25 174 42 STD
-25 "6 LBL 075 17 B" 125 59 TNT 175 21 21
026 24 CE 076 75 - 126 55 + 176 76 LBL
027 92 RTN 077 01 1 127 01 1 177 23 L
8 76 LBL 078 95 = 1 180 78 91 R/3
C29 5 1X 079 42 ST 4 129 00 0 179 72 ST+
030 91 RS 080 00 00 130 95 = 8 21 2i
031 76 LBL -8 00 0 131 42 'T 181 01 1
032 13 C 082 91 R/S .32 12 12 182 44 SUM
033 W RCL 083 76 LBL 13 73 R +. 183 1 21
034 18 18 084 18 C' 1:34 24 2a 184 4* 3 RCL
435 T R4S 085 00 0 935 50 1x1 185 21 21
C36 43 RCL 086 42 STO 136 59 NT 186 22 INV
037 16 16 087 11 11 137 55 + 187 67 EQ
U34 91 R 0 88 01 1 13 01 1 188 23 L NX
0W 76 LBL 089 05 5 139 00 0 189 00 0
040 14 1 090 42 STU 140 00 1 190 91 R S
041 43 RCL 091 02 02 141 00 0 191 76 LBL
042 19 19 092 00 0 142 95 = 192 12 B
043 91 RIS 093 91 R/S 143 22 INV 193 58 FIX
044 43 RCL 094 76 LBL 144 59 INT 194 02 02
045 17 17 095 11 A 145 65 x 195 00 10
046 91 R/S 096 85 + 146 01 1 196 42 STD
047 76 LBL C97 03 3 147 00 0 197 16 16
048 15 E 098 07 7 148 00 0 198 42 STO
049 4 RCL 099 95 149 00 0 199 17 17
20 1 8 ' ;: :
2 0 2 42 STO 3
203I Q1 19
2014 7 6 LBL
20 22 ' i f1111
2C6 69 0EP
20 0720 2 0
0'~? 0 1 1
211 43 RCL
214 35 1:5 1
215 7 S :P R
2 16E 85 +
01-, - , LE
.- 2 ..-.- .3
2:19 05 5
2 20 : 32 J. T
221 4:~ PCL
-. - . .22:3 76E LBL
224 25 CL R
2D26 01 1
229 77 G E
230 25 CLR
231 94 +/-
232 6.5 x
233 04 4
2:34 95 =
235 42 ST
.236 21 21
237 43 R:L
23--.8 001: 00
239 75 -
240 01 1
241 0 2
244 06 6
245 00 0
246 85 +
247 43 RCL
248 21 21
249 Q 5 +
250 43 RC L
254 935.
25 5 * 5254 94
2 . CD T 5
261 93 .5
264 94 +
26= 59 42 S
266 43 R2 1
2-1 95 x
270 4 RC
273 653 x
274 E 43 RCL .
I-. H. Ill
27E9 53.(5
270  L
271 12 012
2772 38 SN
4 43 RCL
275 21 1
276 3 SN
288 54 )
289 22-- I-
H,8 4: R C L
291 38 SiN!
'~4 4 R CL
294- 77 GE
2 5 1"' IN'
296 713 1B N
2987 5+
289' 22 INV
290 438 RCL I
9 42 TO
2 3 22 INV
294 47 FGL
295: 22 IN
300 32 UT
H04 as31
3-06 4:3 FRC LIn '~i - 1
:-i0 6.5 x -:
3- 116 4:3- R CL
.. R :- ?.. .--... - 01 Tj.)
019 54x
1 7 1
:323 543)
34 9 : -
3I6 43 RCL
3219 95 =
33 22 INV 4-:R!-*L
331 71 G1
322 32-: C:T 0:
34
335 3255 T
.;' 4 F''
6 2  IN
:337 39 C * 0
43 94 L5
339 25 +
340 01 1
34108
-~:5 32 1 : T
346 29 CP
347 439 RCLS
3 854 +
344 21 1
34 22 4 N Fl345 13234694
j§ 0 77 C1E
54 49 PR:
56 5 L
5H-- 0-4 0:
59 00 0
:36 1 43 RCL
6 4 !5 +
365 85 +
366 43 RCL
:367 0 5 0 5
H- - - - -
16 4 Fi
74 CFiDS
---
371 6.5 x::
3-72' 43.:, RC L
-i74 -4 I O
37 43 R.L
-77 04 04
79 4 T
380 5 +
::3.81 43 R C:L
'382 22 22
383, 38 siNl
..:8:4 E.5
385 43 R CL
38 04 04
387 39:?
388 95=
389 22 IN
9039 cos
39 1 22 I N'v
D93 34 T.
394 09 9
395 '^"~0 1-
396 76 LBL
39 7 34 TFX
1398 42 S3T
399 24 24
165
166
400 1 SBR 450 2'3 LN 500 23 2 DATA REGISTERS:
401 85 + 451 35 1,X 501 95 = 4 - : l99
402 32 - T 452 65 x1502 42 STO
403 05 5 453 43 RCL 503 25 25
404 05 5 454 13 13 5 04 43 RCL 0.754051 2 INV 455 65x50 313.9. 2
406 77 GE 456 4'3 RCL 506 65 x 113390. 058 2
407 44 SUM 457 03 03 507 53 ( -1353:5. 06 2
408 43 RCL 458 95 = 508 43 RCL -737 1 027 
409 07 07 459 42 STO 509 15 15 1360. 09 29
410 61 GTO 460 2 3 510 85 +
411 45 YX 461 65 511 43 RCL -64344 13 32
412 76 LBL 462 43 RCL 512 22 22 -3351. 12. 3
413 44 SUM 463 24 24 513 38 SIN 7 535.092 3
414 06 6 464 39 COS 514 54 ) 151378.073 35
415 05 5 465 95 515 65 x 139387". 063 3
416 22 INV 466 71 SBR 516 43 RCL 15391. 057 37
417 77 G E 467 85 + 517 06 06 -2000. 142 36
418 5 EE 46'--. 8 44 SUM 518 65 x -108. 1440i- 15- 4 C,
419 43 RCL 469 16 16 519 43 RCL 1160. 18 41
420 08 08 470 42' STO 520 24 24 2000. 1 4
421 61 GTO 471 21 21 521 95 = 345. 205 43
422 45 Yx 472 65 x 522 85 + 2060.207
423 76 LBL 473 43 RCL 523 43 RCL 1230. 201 45
424 52 EE 474 25 25 524 25 25 0.177 4
425 07 7 475 9 5 = 525 95 = -1050. 16 47
426 05 5 476 44 SUM 526 71 SBR 14:3
427 22 INV 477 18 18 527 85 +
428 77 GE 478 71 SBR 528 44 SUM
429 61 GTO 479 85 + 529 17 17 LABELS:
430 43 RCL 480 01 1 530 6n 5 X 1 1 tI'
431 09 09 481 75 - 531 43 RCL
432' .1 GTO 482 43 RCL 532 08 08 0-6 4
433 45 483 04 04 533 95 = 29 5 1
434 76 LBL 484 39 COS 534 44 SUM i2 13 C
4'5 61 GTO 485 54 535 19 19 040 14 D
436 43 RCL 4 536 71 SBR 04 1 E
4387 10 10 487 02 2 537 85 + 064 16 A'0175 1 76438 76 LBL 488 95 538 61 GTO 4 1 a
439 45 x 489 42 STO 539 22 INV 0 1
440 42 'TO 490 24 24 540 00 0 1 LN
441 25 25 491 944+- 541 00 0 192 12 E
442 43 RCL 492 85 + 542 00 0 205 22 IN'
443 14 14 493 01 1 543 00 0 224 25 CLR
444 55 + 494 95 = 544 00 0 335 32 T
445 43 RCL 495 65 x 545 00 0 5 33
446 22 22 496 43 RCL 546 00 0
447 :38. SIN 497 15 15 547 00 0 424 52 EE
448 95 = 498 65 x -548 00 0 4 1GTO
449 22 INV 499 43 RCL 549 00 0 439 45
167
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